We study the relative importance of "top-speed" (long-term growth rate) and "acceleration" (how quickly the long-term growth rate can be reached) in the evolutionary race to increase population size. We observe that fitness alone does not capture growth rate: robustness, a property of neutral network shape, combines with fitness to include the effect of deleterious mutations, giving growth rate. Similarly, we show that growth rate alone does not capture population size: regularity, a different property of neutral network shape, combines with growth rate to include the effect of higher depletion rates early on, giving size. Whereas robustness is a function of the principal eigenvalue of the neutral network adjacency matrix, regularity is a function of the principal eigenvector. We show that robustness is not correlated with regularity, and observe in silico the selection for regularity by evolving RNA ribozymes. Despite having smaller growth rates, the more regular ribozymes have the biggest populations.
Introduction
What wins a race, acceleration or top speed? In a long race, it's top speed; in a short race, acceleration. In the evolutionary race to increase population size, an organism's "top speed" (long-term growth rate) depends on its robustness: a property of its underlying neutral network which determines the fraction of mutations that are selectively neutral [1, 2] .
In a changing environment, however, the race is short. Then what matters is not "top speed" but "acceleration" (how quickly a population achieves its long-term growth rate). We find that over shorter times, or in a changing environment, the most successful organisms are those which are able to reach their top growth rate quickly, even if they ultimately grow with a lower rate.
Robustness. Ever since Kimura's initial work on neutral mutations in evolution [3] , the role of robustness in determining population fate has been the subject of intense research [4, 5] . In vitro studies on RNA and protein evolution [6, 7] , analyses of molecular codes [8, 9] , and mounting evidence from in silico RNA evolution [1, 2] have highlighted that robustness plays an important role in an organism's capacity to survive and, strikingly, to adapt [2, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Recent work suggests these observations also apply to non-biological models of self-assembly [14, 15] and programmable hardware [16] .
A detailed understanding of the relation between fitness and robustness in the long-time limit was put forward over a decade ago [1] . This quantified how robustness affects an organisms long-term growth rate and led to the realisation that robustness could sometimes be more important than fitness itself, accounting for the qualitative distinction between "survival of the fittest" and "survival of the flattest" [17, 18] .
Regularity. We show that an organism's "acceleration" depends on its regularity: a new property of its neutral network which determines how quickly a population reaches its steady-state growth rate. Starting from a non-equilibrium distribution of population, regularity adds up the population loss due to deleterious mutations in excess of the population's long-term rate of loss. For some neutral networks, this excess loss in the run-up to steady state can decimate the population size. We demonstrate this effect for small neutral networks and, by evolving the Hammerhead ribozyme in silico, for large ones.
In this paper we do the following six things, corresponding to the subsequent six sections:
1. We re-derive the infinite-time population growth rate h in terms of the fitness f and robustness r: h = f (1−dµ(1−r)). We show that r is set by the principal eigenvalue of its neutral network. Both were first done in [1] . 2. We derive the finite-time population size N in terms of growth rate h and regularity q: N (t) = N (0)qh t . We show q is set by the principal eigenvector of its neutral network. 3. We calculate the critical mutation rate µc which separates the regime where higher fitness wins from the one where higher robustness wins: µc = (f1/f2 − 1)/(d(r2 − r1)). We verify this crossover for simple neutral networks. 4. We calculate the critical time tc which separates the regime where higher regularity wins from the one where higher growth rate wins: tc = ln(q2/q1)/ ln(h1/h2). We verify this crossover for simple and complex neutral networks. 5. We provide numerical and analytic evidence that regularity q and robustness r are uncorrelated. We construct neutral networks with low q and high r, and high q and low r. 6. We confirm that regularity is subject to selection on short time scales by simulating the evolution of the Hammerhead RNA in competition with a mutant phenotype.
Fitness, growth rate and size; robustness and regularity
It's hard to think about high dimensional mutation graphs, but one can still get an intuition for fitness, growth rate, size, robustness and regularity by thinking of these properties with a simpler, two-dimensional analogy. For instance, imagine a small island filled with trees. Each tree has big branches, which spread its seeds far from the trunk, uniformly in all directions. The number of seeds a tree produces each year -this is like the raw fitness. Some trees will be at the edge of the island, so some of their branches will overhang the sea; the seeds falling from those branches will be lost. This loss is just like deleterious mutations. Robustness measures how much the shape of the island tends to minimise this loss. Given the raw fitness and the robustness (the seeds per tree, and the island shape), we can calculate how many new seeds fall within the island every year -this is the growth rate.
What is the meaning of regularity in this? Regularity measures how much the shape of the island facilitates the trees in spreading efficiently over the island. Suppose the island starts empty, and we throw down one seed at random. If the island is long and skinny, many seeds will be lost to the sea as the trees spread over the island. Quite the opposite if the island is circular. In the short term, the more-regular island will have more trees (larger population size) than a less-regular island, because of less loss during the spreading process. However, in the long term, the number of trees will be determined more by the robustness than the regularity.
Robustness
Mutation graphs. We study a generalized genome (the set of all genotypes) of length d and alphabet size a. We associate with the genome a mutation graph, where each of the a d genotypes corresponds to a vertex and two vertices are connected by an edge if the genotypes differ by a single mutation. Each vertex is connected to d(a−1) edges. In much of this paper we take a = 2 for simplicity but our results extend to alphabets of arbitrary size. We colour the vertices according to phenotype, where all genotypes in a phenotype have the same colour and belong to the same neutral network (Fig. 1) .
Mutational flux. Mutation induces a population flux across neighbouring genotypes. If the mutation rate per nucleotide is µ, and the genome length is d, the mutational flux
It is the fraction of a population that mutates per generation. Some of this mutational flux will also cross phenotypic boundaries when neighbouring genotypes lie in two different phenotypes. The rest of the flux is neutral.
Genotype robustness. The genotype robustness ri [2] is the probability of a mutation being neutral, that is, the fraction of edges leaving genotype gi which do not lead to a different phenotype. It is the number of neutral edges ki divided by the total number of edges d,
Phenotype robustness. Consider a neutral network P (possibly composed of disjoint clusters), of size s (there are s genotypes in P ) and whose genotypes have fitness f . Let N (t) be the total population on P . It is distributed over genotypes gi in P according to ni(t). The normalized population is distributed according to wi(t) = ni(t)/N (t) and is the fraction of the population on genotype gi. In the large-time limit, the population is distributed according to a unique distribution wi(∞), which we abbreviatewi. We define phenotype robustness r to be the large-time popuation-weighted average of the genotype robustness ri:
It is the fraction of the population flux that is neutral. Note that r ≥ ri , where ri = 1 s i ri is the mean value of ri. This is because the population tends to concentrate in the network interior, away from surface genotypes with low ri.
Fitness. The fitness f is the raw reproductive rate of the phenotype. After t generations, the total population N (t) of a neutral network will have changed by a factor of f t , in the absence of mutations.
Structure factor. At large time t, at every generation, a fraction µd(1 − r) of the population mutates off the neutral network. If we assume that neighbouring phenotypes have Fig. 1 . Robustness. The three connected neutral networks of size s=4 on the 3-cube (d=3, a=2), in order of robustness. For a given neutral network, the area of a vertex is proportional to the fraction of population on it, in the large-time limit. negligible fitness, then at each generation the population N (t) is multiplied by γ, in addition to its inherent fitness, where
which we call the structure factor. It depends on the shape of the neutral network. While f may cause the population to increase or decrease, γ can only decrease it or leave it as is. Growth rate. The overall factor by which a mutating population changes over the span of a generation is the product of its fitness f and its structure factor γ,
where we call h the growth rate. The growth rate is that fitness that can be usefully employed to increase the population and not spent replenishing population lost to deleterious mutations incurred at the boundary; h ≤ f . For a single neutral network taken in isolation, it is h rather than f which will determine whether and to what extent the population will expand or diminish. Dirac notation. For the rest of this section and the next we use Dirac, or bra-ket, notation, standard in quantum mechanics. A vector is denoted by |x and its transpose by x|. The inner and outer products of x| and |y are denoted by x|y and |y x|. Let the genotype selection vector
T ; it selects that component of a vector which projects onto genotype i.
Mutation matrix. The action of mutation on the population distribution over a single generation can be expressed by the mutation matrix M :
Here Aij is the adjacency matrix of the neutral network: Aij = 1 if nodes i and j share an edge and Aij = 0 otherwise. The first term is the probability that no mutation occurs and the second the probability of mutating from i to j. Being symmetric, M can be diagonalised by its eigenvectors |ei :
where the |ei satisfy M |ei = λi|ei and ei|ej = δij. Population vector. The population vector |xt gives the size and distribution of the population. Its component gi|xt is the population ni(t) on gi, where gi|gj = δij. The population vector |xt is obtained by transforming an initial vector |x0 by M t and multiplying it by f t :
Since |λi| ≤ d, all terms i > 1 decay exponentially with respect to the first for µ > 0. In the large time limit the sum is dominated by the first term, whose eigenvalue λ1 is largest:
where we have defined the phenotype robustness to be
The quantity r measures how well the shape of the neutral network P can reduce the rate of deleterious mutation acting on the population as a whole. Since the eigenvalues depend only on the adjacency matrix A, the steady state population distribution depends only on the shape of P and on neither the mutation rate µ nor the fitness f [1] .
Regularity
Here we introduce a new property of neutral networks, regularity, which measures the reduction in population size whilst a population evolves out of equilibrium towards steady-state starting from a uniform distribution. We show that the regularity can have a dramatic effect on population size in the short term, long before steady state is reached. Population size. In the previous section we calculated the population growth rate at infinite time (steady state) by computing |f t M t |x0 = |xt . Here we explicitly calculate the population size at finite time by computing
[ 10 ]
Substituting |xt from (8) into the above yields
the population size depends on the initial distribution |x0 . Simulation. In Fig. 3 we plot the population size as a function of time for two neutral networks, P1 (top) and P2 (bottom). In both, the initial condition |x0 is a single adaptive mutant: the population is confined to a single genotype (grey lines). In P1, the long-term population distribution is very non-uniform. Adaptive mutants starting from barren genotypes fare poorly, with long-term population sizes 10
the size of the best performing genotypes. In P2, the longterm population distribution is comparably uniform, and the average adaptive mutant fares much better. We explain this phenomenon in terms of the regularity below.
In the run-up to steady state, a uniform population distribution becomes more and more robust. Accordingly, more of the population is depleted at early generations than at later ones. The difference between the depletion rates at finite time and at infinite time dµ(1 − r) is the excess depletion. The regularity q is the geometric reduction in population size due to the cumulative excess depletion, starting from a uniform population distribution. In other words, q is the ratio of the long-term population size that develops when |x0 is a uniform distribution |u and when |x0 is the principal eigenvector |e1 .
The uniform distribution is |u = N0/s i |gi . Replacing |x0 with |u in (11) yields
[ 12 ]
The steady-state distribution is N0|e1 / i gi|e1 . Substituting it into (11) yields
Taking the ratio of (12) and (13), we obtain for the regularity
[ 14 ] Fig. 2 . Regularity. The three connected neutral networks of size s=4 on the 3-cube (d=3, a=2), in order of regularity. For a given neutral network, the area of a vertex is proportional to the fraction of population on it, in the large time limit.
For an alternative but equivalent definition of regularity, imagine instead that the neutral network is discovered by a single adaptive mutant, with the initial condition |x0 = |gi . Assuming all genotypes in the phenotype are equally likely to be the "port of entry," and recalling that the uniform distribution is the sum over all single adaptive mutants, we see that the fate of |x0 = |u is the mean of the fates of |x0 = |gi , averaged over all gi in P .
Finally, we can define the regularity q in terms of the population distributionwi. Recall that
.
[ 15 ]
Squaring both sides and summing over i we find
the regularity is proportional to the mean square of the population distribution at large time. Since the mean square of a normalised distribution is maximised when all the weight is on a single point, and minimised when the distribution is uniform, we observe that q satisfies the bounds
The left relation is an inequality because it is not possible for a connected neutral network of size 2 or more to have an eigenvector confined to a single genotype. Note that for large neutral networks the effect of regularity can be dramatic since 1/s can be very small. Crossover from fitness to robustness
In this section we quantify the transition from fitness dominance to robustness dominance as a function of mutation rate µ. After a long time when the population is in steady state, it reproduces according to the growth rate h = f (1 − µd(1 − r)), [ 18 ] where the robustness r = λ1/d and λ1 is the principal eigenvalue of the network adjacency matrix.
Crossover. Equation (18) predicts the onset of so-called "survival of the flattest" [17, 18] for sufficiently large mutation rates µ. For example, two neutral networks P1 and P2 with f1 > f2 and r2 > r1 can show a crossover whereby the more fit network wins at low mutation rate µ, but the more robust network wins for large µ. The crossover occurs when h1 = h2, from which we see that the exchange rate between fitness and robustness is f1/f2 − 1 = µd(r2 − r1).
[
]
Fixing all but µ and rearranging, the critical mutation rate µc at which we observe a cross-over from "survival of the fittest" to "survival of the flattest" is
For µ < µc the more fit network wins despite being less robust; for µ > µc the more robust wins despite being less fit. Simulation. We illustrate this effect in Fig. 4 , where we simulated five different neutral networks of size 6 drawn from the 5-cube (d = 5, a = 2). Because the five network fitnesses are not in the same rank order as their robustnesses, they show a number of crossovers as mutation rate µ increases.
Comment. Note that µd, the mutation rate per genotype, plays the role of an effective temperature, governing the transition from rewarding fitness to rewarding flatness. This is analogous to the −T S term in classical thermodynamics, there T is temperature and S is entropy. At dµ = 0, robustness has no impact on the dynamics, and h = f ; fitness alone is rewarded. In this case at high mutation rates the positive effect of increased robustness r can outweigh the negative effect of a reduced fitness f .
Crossover from growth rate to regularity
In this section we quantify the transition from regularity dominance to growth rate dominance as a function of time t. The population at steady state, starting from a uniform distribution (equally, averaged over all single adaptive mutants) is
where the regularity q = 1 s i g1|e1 2 and e1 is the principal eigenvector of the network adjacency matrix.
Crossover. Equation (21) predicts the transition to "survival of the most regular" at sufficiently short times t. Again, two neutral networks P1 and P2 with h1 > h2 and q2 > q1 can show a crossover whereby the more regular network wins at small (finite) time t, but the higher growth rate wins for large t. The crossover occurs when N1 = N2, and therefore the exchange rate between growth rate and regularity is q2/q1 = (h1/h2) t .
[ 22 ]
Fixing everything but t and rearranging, the critical time tc at which we observe a cross-over from "dominance of most regular" to "dominance of highest growth rate" is
For t < tc the more regular network has a larger population, while for t > tc the highest growth rate network dominates. Simulation. We again illustrate this effect in Fig. 5 , where we simulated five different neutral networks of size 6 drawn from the 5-cube (d = 5, a = 2). Because the five network growth rates are not in the same rank order as their regularities, they show a number of crossovers as time t increases.
Comment. Where fitness and robustness combined to give a full picture of growth rate, now growth rate and regularity combine to give a full picture of population size. These effects refer to the mean size of an evolving population averaged over all single adaptive mutants. As shown in Fig. 3 , the variance around this mean can be large and the population of the less regular network can be reduced by up to
which can be very small indeed. 
Regularity is not robustness
Our simulation in Fig. 3 and others like it suggest that regular neutral networks, like robust ones, are highly connected. Therefore it might seem that regularity is largely determined by robustness. We show in this section, however, that for all but the smallest values of d, regularity q is not correlated with robustness r, and for most values of r, there exist neutral networks with a broad range of q. Simulation. We studied the relation between robustness r and regularity q by enumerating all neutral networks for d = 4, and sampling 10, 000 neutral networks for d = 5 and d = 6; in all cases a = 2. (The number of neutral networks grows rapidly with d, and calculating the principal eigenvectors for each gets more expensive.) The networks were constructed as follows: (i) with a uniform probability, each of the genotypes was selected to be part of the neutral network; (ii) the uniform probability was slightly increased, and we repeated.
The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 6 , in a scatter plot of r-q space. For d = 4 (red points), r varies from 0 to 1, but q only varies from 0.77 to 1; there are no very irregular subgraphs of a 4-cube. For d = 5 (blue points), q dips further down to 0.56, while for d = 6 (grey points), q dips to 0.42 and more of the r-q plane is filled. (In actuality, more of the plane is filled than shown due to under-sampling at the frontiers.) In each case, as d continues to increase, more and more of the unit plane is accessible, and for most r there is a wide range of q.
Tadpoles. We can show for large d that one can find neutral networks that span almost all of r-q space. A tadpole network is a k-dimensional hypercube with a path (a graph with no branches) appended to one corner. For any tadpole, the principal eigenvalue λ1 > k, since λ1 = k for a k-cube and for any subgraph U of V , λ1(U ) < λ1(V ). Then by (9) the robustness r of a tadpole satisfies r > k/d. Whereas r is dominated by the head of a tadpole, q is dominated by the tail, since the population decays exponentially into the tail. This means that as one increases tail size for a given head size the regularity q ∼ 1/s. Making the head of the tadpole larger increases both r and q, but increasing the tail only reduces q, leaving r almost unchanged. By choosing a head size k such that r = k/d and q = 1, we can then reduce q by increasing the size of the tail while having almost no effect on r, thereby forming almost any two values of r-q required. 
Regularity is subject to selection
In this section, by simulating the evolution of two RNA ribozymes, we provide further evidence that evolution can select for regularity at short time scales.
Two phenotypes. We consider two RNA secondary structures in Fig. 7 . The first is the Hammerhead ribozyme (Ham); the second is a mutant phenotype (Mut) with a considerably different secondary structure. Both are formed from an RNA of length d = 45. We assign both phenotypes the same fitness f . In order to visualise the neutral networks of Ham and Mut, we constrain mutation so that it can only occur at 6 randomly chosen "hotspots" on the sequence (black squares). Each network is a slice of its full neutral network along 6 of the possible 45 dimensions. Vertex area is proportional to the steady-state population distribution,wi. Of the 4 6 allowed sequences (genotypes), 38 fold to Ham (Fig. 7, left) and 141 fold to Mut (Fig. 7, right) ; the rest fold to various different secondary structures, not shown. All folding was performed using the ViennaRNA package [19] . Ham has lower robustness r than Mut (0.33 vs 0.46) and therefore lower growth rate h = f (1 − dµ(1 − r)), but a higher regularity q (0.97 vs 0.67).
Simulation. We simulated the evolution of a population of N = 1, 000 sequences, equally split between Ham and Mut (NH = NM = 500). For each run, the Ham population NH all began on the same genotype, randomly chosen from its neutral network; the same applies to Mut and its network. At every generation, for each sequence a point mutation occurred somewhere along the chain with probability d(a − 1)µ = 18µ = 0.1, and the sequence survived if its phenotype was preserved, but died if it was not. Then the total population was renormalized by randomly selecting 1000 sequences with replacement.
At steady state. After a long time when steady state is reached, the story is simple: 1 − µd(1 − 0.33) of the Ham population advanced to the next generation, whereas 1 − µd(1 − 0.46) of the Mut population did so. The selective advantage conferred by the higher robustness meant that Mut always won and Ham always lost over 100 runs (Fig. 8, left) .
Before steady state. At shorter time scales, the story is more subtle. Although Mut is more robust, it is less regular, and 10% of the time the Mut population suffered an early invasion from Ham (Fig. 8, right) . Ham ultimately reproduces with a lower rate than Mut, but on average it gets to its top rate more quickly. In the Mut network (Fig. 7, right) , there are 14 genotypes located on the left peninsula of the network whose componentswi < 10 −3 . If the Mut population begins on one of these genotypes, it is likely to suffer an early invasion by Ham. For our finite population, this invasion is sometimes large enough for Mut to go extinct due to drift. 
Conclusion
The six main results of this paper are listed at the end of the Introduction. Here we present some unifying observations, suggestions for experiment, and generalisations to other fields.
Fitness, growth rate and size. The progression from fitness to growth rate to population size reflects both their chronology of discovery and their hierarchical relationship; this is illustrated in Fig. 9 . Fitness f alone does not capture population growth rate. Robustness r, a property of neutral network shape, combines with fitness to include the effect of deleterious mutations, giving the growth rate h. Similarly, growth rate h alone does not capture population size. Regularity q, a different property of neutral network shape, combines with growth rate to include the effect of higher depletion rates early on, giving the size N . Both growth rate and size exhibit crossovers: from f to r as a function of mutation rate µ, and from q to h as a function of time t, respectively.
"Smooth shapes are very rare in the wild," wrote Mandelbrot [20] , "but extremely important in the ivory tower and the factory." The robustness r and regularity q characterise the shape of a graph, one via the graph's principal eigenvalue, the other its principal eigenvector. But our intuition is valid for smooth, often Euclidean, shapes, not the jagged, highdimensional shapes of neutral networks, which are themselves subgraphs of Hamming graphs. We have presented evidence that r and q are largely uncorrelated, but their behaviour is far from intuitive, and their precise relationship remains an open question. We speculate that simple models of evolutionary population dynamics, such as the evolution along the 1-D fitness gradient explored in [21] , are likely to exhibit fundamentally different behaviours from the same dynamics on neutral networks.
Experimental implications. Selection for mutational robustness at high mutation rates has been observed in both sub-viral pathogens [22, 23] and clonal bacterial populations [24] . Recent experimental work has also shown that selection for second order effects, in this case evolvability, is observed in populations of E. coli [25] . Our work suggests that, in addition to selection for robustness, populations experiencing high mutation rates in a changing environment could be subject to selection for regularity. Experiments such as those performed in [25] , adjusted so that the environment is periodically altered, could directly test for the selection of regularity. Over short periods we anticipate that successful organisms would be selected on their ability to reach their top growth rates quickly, rather than on their top growth rates themselves.
Benefit of regularity in other fields. For many systems in a changing environment, the ability to achieve its top performance quickly may prevail over just how good its top performance is. For example, in society, a person's innate talent may be less important than the speed with which he acquires new habits or learns new skills. In industry, companies which can quickly produce acceptable versions of desirable products may consistently outperform those which eventually produce great versions [26] . For living systems, where the environment is constantly changing, the ability to quickly adopt the most robust population distribution may be an essential attribute of a champion evolver. Fig. 9 . Conclusion. The hierarchical relationships between fitness, growth rate and size. As well as fitness and robustness, growth rate depends on the mutation rate. As well as growth rate and regularity, size depends on time.
